
Union High School

School Goals & Plans

Learning Goals Learning Action Plans

1. Raise our ACT Scores to 20 for Math, Science,

English

1. PLC’s will be centered around formative and

summative assessment data that are taken

from classroom, district benchmarks, and state

tests.

2. Increase graduation rate to 90% 2. Looking at student by student and standard by

standard within each curriculum. Weekly

PLC’s with Admin, Counseling, Adult Ed., and

Intervention Specialists to review student

progress.

Review individualized graduation plans for

at-risk students.

3. Lower the amount of F’s each quarter. 3. Intervention Specialists identify students that

are failing and will provide data to teachers

and administration on a weekly basis. Failing

students will attend Golden Hour.

Cougar Academy will be required for all

freshmen the first semester. Weekly grade

check, common vocabulary with lesson plans

drivers/passengers, river/flood, 15 second

finish etc.

4. Implement a guaranteed and viable

curriculum, standard by standard.

4. Weekly PLC Norms:

What is the standard?

What do students need to know?

What are we doing if they don’t pass?

What do we do if they pass?



Dispositions Goals Dispositions Action Plans

5. Students and staff will learn the value of

integrity, responsibility, hard work, resilience,

service, and respect as well as incorporate

these traits into their life.

5. We will engage all staff in seeking

opportunities to model and teach students the

value of these character traits using our Core

Values matrix “TRUST”. Trust, Respect, Unity,

Service, Teamwork.

UHS will employ a plan to explicitly teach

students the above traits in our Habitudes

program.

6. Students and staff will take appropriate

actions to continually bolster their mental

health.

6. UHS will bolster mental health using our

Habitudes program as well as supporting our

school counselors in their programs.

Starving Baker recognition weekly

Student of the month

School Pulse

100 mile challenge

Hope Squad
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